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                 Meet the Greeks! 

         Year 5    Spring Term 1 / 2 

 

As Historians:  We will continue to use a wide range of historical resources: books, poems, recounts, internet, 

pictures, photographs, posters and artefacts, 

 We will identify key events and people from the time of the Ancient Greeks 

 We will look at similarities and differences between past and present times 

 We will identify the lasting impact that the Ancient Greek civilisation has had upon our daily life 

We will continue to ask inquiring questions, check the reliability of resources and appreciate differing points of 

view 

As artists: 

 We will recreate Greek vases using colour wash techniques and then add details using line and tone 

As musicians: 

 We will listen to ballads [Make you feel my love] and learn Hip Hop [ Fresh Prince of Bel Air] 

As designers: 

 We will design and create a Greek marble maze. We will evaluate the effectiveness of our designs 

and those of others 

In R.E:  

 We will learn how the pillars of Islam help Muslims lead a good life 

 We will look at what Christians know about the events of Easter 

Within ICT:     

 We will create concept maps  

 We will collect data and enter it into a database 

Entry Point 

We will look at what we 

already know about the 

Greeks and ask questions 

that we will research 

through the term. 

Outcomes and Exit 

point 

Art/DT week: we will recreate 

Greek vases and construct our 

own Greek Labyrinth [Marble 

Maze] 

Within English, we will learn how 

to debate a point of view within 

an argument 

We will finish the term with a 

“Greek Week” During the week 
we will make flat breads, taste 

and evaluate a range of Greek 

foods, dress up in costume and 

hold a “Mini Olympics” 

 

Texts: 

Percy Jackson and Lightning 

Thief 

Greek myths and Legends 

The battle for Troy 

Vocabulary:       

Greece       Europe     country               continent 

chronological      era   period                              democracy 

government              slaves                                 temple               priest/priestess 

differences                similarities                       Troy                                    trade 

siege                           hostage                              Marathon                         Athens 

Sparta                         soldier                               artefact                             resource 

City states                 Parthenon                  Olympics                           athletes 

gods                           underworld                        Olympus                           Zeus 

oracle                         heroes                      


